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Introduction
Magic, Mirth, and Mortality: Musings on Black Motherhood is an 

exhibition inspired by the lived experiences of writer, curator, 

community builder, wife, and mother Shawana Brooks which 

celebrates the resilience of Black mothers through the lens of 

visual and literary art, and historical and archival objects.  

Local stories of Black St. Augustinian women are woven with 

Brooks’ writing, statistics on the effects of medical racism, and 

vibrant artwork by Cheryl McCain, Marsha Hatcher, and Tatiana 

Kitchen. The exhibition illuminates how institutional racism, 

harmful stereotypes, and the looming threat of police brutality 

and other forms of racial-based violence have pervaded the 

way Black women receive treatment during pregnancies, and 

have impacted Black health, especially concerning mortality 

rates of infants and their mothers.  

The material in both the Lincolnville Museum and Cultural 

Center and the St. Augustine Historical Society reflects the 

unique experiences of Black motherhood from St. Augustine’s 

founding to our contemporary moment in St. Johns County. The 

St. Augustine Historical Society’s exhibition highlights the 

experiences of enslaved Black mothers while the Lincolnville 

Museum and Cultural Center centers the stories of Black 

mothers in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Using their 

archival collections, each venue historically contextualizes 

some of the contemporary inequities Black women experience. 

 



This exhibition was originally curated by Hope McMath

at Yellow House, Jacksonville, Florida in March 2020. We

are grateful for the opportunity to share this work with

the St. Augustine community through the collaboration

between the Lincolnville Museum and Cultural Center,

St. Augustine Historical Society, and Crisp-Ellert Art

Museum at Flagler College.

 

This prospectus was researched, compiled, and

designed by Lauren Burgess, CEAM Gallery Assistant

(Flagler '22, History).

 

“Magic, Mirth, and Mortality: Musings on Black

Motherhood” is supported in part from grants from The

Community Foundation for Northeast Florida and the St.

Johns Cultural Council.

 

Funding for this program was partially provided through

a grant from Florida Humanities with funds from the

National Endowment for the Humanities. Any views,

findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in

this program do not necessarily represent those of

Florida Humanities or the National Endowment for the

Humanities.



Sage Mother with Flame Boy
Tatiana Kitchen

 



"He is not hers, for cruel hands 
May rudely tear apart 

The only wreath of household love 
That binds her breaking heart."

 
"The Slave Mother"

 Francis Ellen Watkins Harper

 



The Pregnancy 
Related Mortality 

Ratio (P.R.M.R.) for 
Black women over the 

age of 30 is 5 times 
higher than white 
women of the same 

age.



Over 150 countries track the mortality 
rates of pregnant women. The United 

States is one of thirteen other countries to 
experience an increasing P.R.M.R. 

Other countries that have 
experienced similar upward 

trends include: Georgia, 
Bahamas, South Africa, Tonga, 
Serbia, Suriname, Venezuela, 
Guayana, Jamaica, St. Lucia, 

Zimbabwe, and North Korea.



Mother's Arms
Cheryl McCain



Black mothers are almost twice as likely as 
white women to give birth prematurely. Black 
infants are twice as likely to die during the first 
twelve months than white infants.

In a 2017 study, over 30% of Black women 
reported that they faced medical 
discrimination because of their race. Over 20% 
of Black women reported that they refused to 
seek out medical treatment for fear of racial 
discrimination. 

"Once they exit our bodies it's an awful realization that love 
alone won't be enough to keep them from danger."

Musing #5
Shawana Brooks



Biological Race Theory:
 

This is the idea that Black women have a 
genetic predisposition to pregnancy- 

related mortality because of their race.
 

Though this theory has been proven 
false, such reasoning has historically 

been used by white medical 
professionals to ignore the pain of Black 

women and to justify their refusal to 
treat their symptoms.

"The inability to speak about racism oftentimes 
makes attempts to address the effects of racism 

ineffective."
 

-Khiara M. Bridges, Professor of Law at UC 
Berkeley



Weathering and
 Generational Trauma

“If racism is a source of chronic stress for black people, 
and if chronic stress has negative physiological impacts, 
then racism could explain the higher rates of morbidity 

and mortality among black women.”
 

Khiara M. Bridges, Professor of Law at UC Berkeley
 

The experience of being Black in America 
places an unnecessary, negative strain on 
the bodies of Black women, which is one 

reason why pregnancy is inherently more 
dangerous for women of color.

 
Institutionalized racism causes the body to 

'weather', or deteriorate, in much of the 
same way as too much stress can also 

negatively impact health.
 
 



Baby Sitter
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The Sexual Exploitation 
of Black Women

 

Black women have historically been the victims of 
targeted sexual violence by white men.

When the International Slave Trade was outlawed by 
the United States in January of 1808, enslavers began 

to heavily rely on the domestic slave trade to 
perpetuate the institution. 

 
"The institution [of slavery] bore harder on the 
women than on the men. Slave-breeding formed 
an important part of the plantation economy, 

being encouraged as was the breeding of 
animals."

-James Ford Rhodes, History of the United States from the Compromise 

of 1850 to the McKinley-Bryan Campaign of 1896: 1850-1854 



 
Enslaved women were at the mercy of their enslavers, 
especially within the bedroom. Countless women were 
subjected to a concubine-like status, forced to sexually 
pleasure their captors. White men weaponized sex to 

ensure the compliance and submission of enslaved Black
females.

 
These relationships created a fear of miscegenation, or 

racial mixing, that dominated white society. When these 
encounters resulted in pregnancy, mothers risked being 

separated from their children. 
 

It was often the wives of enslavers who determined the fate 
of these bastard children. In some cases, women were 

allowed to raise these children. In most cases, these 
children were sent to far off plantations. Many never saw 

their mothers again. 



Formula for Life
Tatiana Kitchen

"Though a big chunk of me still feels self-conscious about 
bringing a black child into this world, he is here now and I 
want to be present for as much time as we have together."

 
Musing #11

Shawana Brooks



Margaret Garner
In January of 1856, Margaret Garner, her husband, and 

their four children attempted to escape enslavement, 

but were apprehended by slave catchers and US 

Marshalls. The Fugitive Slave Act, which ordered the 

return of escaped slaves to their captors, forced 

Margaret and her family to return the Gaines 

Plantation. 

Rather than allowing her children to experience 

a life in bondage, she planned to kill them and 

then herself. Before Marshalls could intervene, 

she slit the throat of her two year old daughter. 

In subsequent escape attempts, she and her family 

boarded a boat headed to Arkansas. When the vessel 

collided with another boat, Margaret and her infant 

daughter were thrown overboard. When slave catchers 

finally caught up with her, they learned from Margaret 

herself that her baby had drowned, that she was glad that

they would be unable to force a children of hers into 

enslavement.



From the March 19, 1856 edition of the Indiana Herald, 

describing the case of Margaret Garner.



Celia
Celia was an enslaved woman who lived on the Cliffton 

Plantation during the mid 1800s, located in Duval County 

and owned by Jacob Bryan. Evidence suggests that Bryan 

was the father of Celia and her five other siblings, having a 

longstanding sexual relationship with Celia's mother Susan. 

Evidence also suggests that Bryan was the biological father 

of her four children. Such sexual abuse was not uncommon 

during this period of American history.

A common stereotype imposed on Black women throughout 

history is the idea of the 'Black Jezebel', that by nature of 

their skin color, Black women are automatically more 

sexually promiscuous.

 These 'jezebels' were thought to be tempting white men to 

the point that the sexual exploitation of Black women was 

no longer the fault of white men, but the fault of those 

raped and molested. The responsibility and shame fell on 

the shoulders of Black women. 



In December 1847, Celia supposedly murdered Jacob 

Bryan, bringing a knife down onto his head. While jurors 

found her guilty, they made a request for clemency to 

prevent her from facing the death penalty.

The judge denied their request, citing the "Act 

Relating to Crimes, and Misdemeanors Committed by 

Slaves, Free Negroes, and Mulattoes" of 1840, which 

states:  

"[I]f any slave, free Negro or mulatto, shall be guilty of 

man-slaughter of any white person … they shall suffer 

death."



Letter Excerpt: Florida Governor William Moseley addresses 
petitioners who asked for Celia to be given mercy and a stay of 

execution. Though it was granted, Celia was executed by hanging 
on Semptember 22, 1848. Her body was left to hang for over an 
hour, to serve as a warning to those who sympathized with her 

crime. 



"I didn’t come into my pregnancy feeling like I was a mother. Though I 

know that is certainly my designated role in this experience. Others 

have offered me the mantra saying, “ You are a mom from womb to 

tomb,” and motherhood starts at conception. While I value those to be 

true, it just wasn’t my internalization.

 I rear back a bit whenever someone says to me, “How is Mommy 

doing?” Or “How is Mom?” I’d think to myself, whose mommy, yours? 

The title of mom just doesn’t sync with my previous experience. In all 

honesty I wasn’t ready to be referred to in that way. Something, even 

the word, feels like it will take up all the room in my identity once I 

allow it to take center stage. It is already doing that in layers and 

though many might not understand it, I am not ready yet to succumb.

 It feels more like a virus. An infection of an affection that I still have 

my doubts about. No longer am I thought of as a separate being. It is 

taking readjusting. I already experience that to some degree being 

someone’s wife.

As I walk around the NICU or the hospital it’s the most common way I’m 

acknowledged. Mother. The trauma, and yes I consider it a trauma, of 

removing this being, no matter the justification, that I was physically 

bonding with, and now placing it outside of me, only makes this 

realization more urgent. Who is this person that I now feel so much 

responsibility for? How is he dealing with not feeling solely me 

surrounding him? How are we both surviving without one another? Does 

he feel my absence when we leave his incubator?

We have a son."
Musing #4

Shawana Brooks



Mary Turner
Black pregnant women were not spared the brutality of 

racial violence in Jim Crow’s America. In the wake of the 

shooting death of Hampton Smith, a prominent plantation 

owner in South Georgia, white mobs lead a horrific 

campaign against the Black community. 

 

When her husband Hazel “Hayes” Turner was accused of 

the murder and then lynched in 1918, Mary Turner refused 

to remain silent and publicly denounced the accusations. 

She threatened to have members of the white mobs 

arrested. 

 

A mob of several hundred captured Mary Turner on May 

19, 1918. Eight months pregnant at the time, she was hung 

upside down and doused in gasoline, before the crowd 

set her ablaze. Using a butchering knife, a member of the 

crowd slit her stomach, and her unborn child fell to the 

ground, its head crushed under the heels of spectators. 

 

Her body was then riddled with hundreds of gunshots, and 

left to hang as a warning. Hours later, her body and that 

of her unborn baby were retrieved and buried in an 

unmarked grave.



From the May 20, 1918 issue of the New York Tribune, 

describing the lynching of Mary Turner.



Barer of Life
Cheryl McCain



Evidence and Reading
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“Maternal Mortality and Public Health Programs: Evidence 

from Florida.” Milbank Quarterly 98, no. 1 (March 2020): 
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Statistical Evidence:

Center for Disease Control. “Racial and Ethnic 
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American Indian/Alaska Native Women most Affected.” 
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Further Reading- Historical Context

Born in Bondage: Growing Up Enslaved in the Antebellum 
South by Marie Jenkins Schwartz

African American Midwifery in the South: Dialogues of Birth, 
Race, and Memory by Gertrude Jacinta Fraser

Books:

Driven Towards Madness: The Fugitive Slave Margaret Garner 
and Tragedy on the Ohio by Nikki M. Taylor

Killing the Black Body: Race, Reproduction, and the Meaning 
of Liberty by Dorothy Roberts

History of the United States from the Compromise of 1850 to the 
McKinley-Bryan Campaign of 1896: 1850-1854 by James Ford 
Rhodes



Further Reading- Continued

The Slave Ship: A Human History by Marcus Rediker

Slave Breeding: Sex, Violence, and Memory in African 
American History by Gregory D. Smithers

 

Mary Turner and the Memory of Lynching by Julie Buckner 
Armstrong

Articles:

“Black Feminist Theories of Motherhood and Generation: 
Histories of Black Infant and Child Loss in the United 
States” by LaKisha Simmons

“‘A Class of People Neither Freemen nor Slaves’: From 
Spanish to American Race Relations in Florida, 1821-1861” 
by Daniel L Schafer



Further Reading- Continued

“Female Slaves: Sex Roles and Status in the Antebellum 
Plantation South”, by Deborah White

“Mad Enough to Kill: Enslaved Women, Murder, and 
Southern Courts”  by Wilma King

“Resistance Begins at Home: The Black Family and 
Lessons in Survival and Subversion in Jim Crow 
Mississippi” by Stephen A. Berrey

“Social Rhetoric and the Construction of Black 
Motherhood” by Nicole Rousseau

“The Rosewood Massacre and the Women Who 
Survived It” by Maxine D. Jones

“Downplaying Difference: Historical Accounts of 
African American Midwives and Contemporary 
Struggles For Midwifery” by Christa Craven and Mara 
Glatzel



Three Centimeters 
Marsha Hatcher

"Here we are. And I'd be lying if I said I 
wasn't scared."

Musing #1
Shawana Brooks

 



Saint Augustine Historical Society

14 St. Francis Street, St. Augustine, FL

904-824-2872

Open daily from 10 am-5 pm

Lincolnville Museum and Cultural Center

102 M L King Avenue, St. Augustine, FL

904-824-1191

Open 10:30 am-4:30 pm, Tuesday-Saturday

Exhibition Venues:
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